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 MINUTES OF THE SHOREDITCH PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL  
FULL GOVERNING BODY MEETING HELD ON 

TUESDAY 20 MARCH 2018 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Present:  

Penny Smith (Headteacher)  

Claire Keady   

Mariam El-sraidi  

Karina Fabien 

Jane Kemsley (Chair) 
Helen Fitzpatrick   
James Pears  
 
Apologies: 

Nikhil Mehta   

Farzan Bilimoria  

 

 

Also present: Mike Coleman (HLT) for 

item 2 

 

In Attendance:  

Siobhan Fehim (Head of School) 

Chris Davidson (Bursar)  

 

Clerk: 

Leah Begley (Governor Services) 
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Part 1: Non-Confidential – Main Business 

 
1. Welcome/Apologies/Consent for absences   

1.1. Apoligies were received from Nikhil Mehta  and Farzan Bilimoria.   

 

2. Britannia Update 

2.1. Mike Coleman (HLT) attended the meeting to provide an update to Governors in terms of the 
wider Britannia development and specifically the school. 

2.2. MC explained the planning application had been validated therefore will be in the public 
domain tomorrow where the planning detail could be viewed. The next step will be presenting 
at committee in August/September which will be the point at which planning is given on key 
aspects e.g. the seconday school, tower block, leisure centre and residential areas.  

2.3. Governors questioned in which order building works would be completed, confirmed: 

 Leisure centre would begin spring 2019 for opening in spring 20/21.  

 Secondary school late spring 2019, completion for July 2021.   

 Secondary school should be finished before Sept 2021. 

 Tower block near the school, earliest start date should be summer 2019 subject to 
further work. Would be approximately 2 years to build. 

 The final two towers will start 2022, works due to be completed 2024. 

2.4. Noted there was a delay in timescales by 1 year due to re-examining the designs and new 
design work however all works should be completed by 2024.  

2.5. The build programme was also extended due to working on an active school site. As further 
progress is made, discussions will be had with Governors. Action: MC 

2.6. Noted Anthology should be completed at the end of this year and there will be a wider gradual 
regeneration project for the rest of the Colville estate. 

2.7. In regards to the tower due to commence construction in 2019, it was confirmed procurement 
would begin in August/September 2018 and it was possible some aspects of the planning 
approval would require further details to be submitted to the planning subcommittee in due 
course, therefore this process could extend. The logistics of the build programme would be 
worked through once a builder was procured, and these would be discussed with the School 
as they develop to ensure the school is fully aware and engaged with what is proposed before 
it is finalised.  

2.8. Work had begun with the school to design the playground. The key decision had been that 
early years would move to the tower, as this unlocked subsequent decisions. The Council’s 
project team is very aware that there needs to be sufficient playground for children for when 
the builders are on site. Confirmed that the ball court outside the existing school fence line 
would officially become a part of SPPS. MC noted they would ensure the base of the tower 
used the space to the best of its ability for early years; lifts and stairs, etc., would be required 
for residents of the flats above, however EY would be able to have a sizeable portion.  

2.9. Governors noted another aspect of project was the ground floor of the existing school building 
and requested the hall to be as empty as possible to be able to move tables/chairs easily.  

2.10. It was queried as to whether there was a finite budget for the works. MC stated there was not 
a definitive budget set at this stage. Due to the scale of work, it was felt setting a definitive 
budget before all options had been developed sufficiently to cost them reduced options 
therefore this was being avoided however it also needed to be considered what was practical 
and at a future stage, a budget will be set. Noted there was a clear understanding that the 
Council is funding the project and the Director of Finance is very aware of this.  
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2.11. It was clarified the caretakers house could not be pursued as the survey stated repairs would 
cost approximately £300k and consideration has to be given to whether this was a good use of 
public resources. Noted if the school has no use of the building, the council policy is for the 
building to be used for housing. The building is also locally listed therefore could not be 
demolished.   

2.12. The Head of School proposed a number of improvements in regards to IT within the school, 
mostly consisting of improvements to the curriculum offer. Noted the school are currently 
meeting standards in EYFS and KS1, however the resources are not available within KS2, e.g. 
coding apps. It was also requested to acquire 50 laptops to support children with SEN, 
upgraded iPad and items for the new studio, e.g. 3D printer, green screen, etc., which will not 
only aid learning and development but will raise revenue for the school. Noted these 
improvements are included with the development plan on the SIP report.   

2.13. MC noted that this had been discussed recently but agreement had not yet been reached. The 
list of items had been considered and the cost quantified. As this is a considerable amount it 
needs to be looked at in further detail and understand the logic of the higher cost items. 
However it was likely at least some elements would be supported. MC reiterated it was 
important for the school to benefit from the situation, however final commitments are yet to be 
made, subject to understanding the full value of works once they have been sufficiently 
developed to cost them, therefore caution is taken. Noted EYFS was being funded discretely. 

2.14. Governors stated that the delay on the works was unacceptable and requested concrete dates 
of start and completion to ensure the school is minimally disrupted. MC noted there were 
various issues that still require to be resolved therefore difficult to put definitive answers on 
currently. However further conversations will be had outside with the school after the Easter 
holiday. Action: MC/SF/HF  

2.15. Parent Governors noted the importance of the standard of children’s education and also the 
building site look/disruption in terms of retaining pupils and gaining new pupils. Noted it was 
important to ensure parents were enthusiastic about the improvements and benefits to the 
school and their child’s education.  

2.16. MC understood the school had been very fair and understanding throughout the process and 
suggested to increase parent understanding and reassure them, more parent meetings could 
take place when more information is known. Governors noted as the works were due to begin 
in June, this was limited time in the academic year to hold such discussions.  

2.17. Governors queried if the impact of the works is significant due to complexities and could 
effected enrolment, should this be planned for. Noted the school was currently expected a full 
roll however trends should be considered going forward and if downward trend is identified, a 
plan should be in place to ensure the local authority subsidises the school. Governors agreed 
to formalise this action and put into writing. Action: JK 

2.18. Governors thanked Mike Coleman for his attendance at the meeting.  

 

3. Minutes of the Last Meeting and Actions Taken (5 December 2017) 

3.1. The minutes were agreed as an accurate record. 

3.2. LB to delete ‘co-opted’ next to Caroline Doherty’s name. Action: LB 

3.3. Matters arising: 

3.4. Governors queried whether any feedback was provided on the packed lunch policy? No 
objections were currently noted.   

3.5. Chair to report any urgent action taken since the last meeting 

3.6. No urgent actions were taken.   

3.7. Noted the finance committee meeting  was moved from 24 April to 19 April. Also Karina 
Fabien will not be able to attend on 19 April. 
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4. Headteacher Report 

4.1. Outcomes – noted predictions were shared with Calvin Henry (CH) during SIP 2 and at the 
outcomes committee meeting. Noted in EYFS, assessment shared based on children working 
significantly below however following the January checkpoint, 66% of pupils were predicted to 
achieve a GLD demonstrating rapid progress. A Governor noted this was lower than originally 
predicted in the autumn term and it was noted this was due to some leavers and starters 
working below the expected standard. Noted 2 of the pupils were identified to be added to the 
SEN register, 1 pupil with an EHCP and 1 pupil currently under assessment for an EHCP.   

4.2. It was noted mobility was key throughout in ensuring progress. The Head of School and 
Headteacher had undertaken meetings with the assessment lead looking at what mobility 
looks like, how this effects progress and attainment and how this can be accurately illustrated 
to Governors  within outcomes committee meetings.  

4.3. SIP 2 visit – noted the finalised report had not been received yet however the points were 
covered throughout the Headteacher report. Noted the visit  concentrated on the complexity of 
the cohort and teaching & learning assessments, which were noted as outstanding, alongside 
outcomes. Given such an inclusive school with a complex cohort, CH felt more could be done 
to demonstrate progress from starting points therefore work has begun on this. Noted another 
focus of the visit was reading with which CH was impressed. Noted the school was on course 
to meet predictions and CH was satisfied these were ambitious enough.  

4.4. School Development Plan – noted the school was strongly meeting the assessment aspect 
and the wider curriculum is underway.  

4.5. Noted Online Teaching, learning and assessment forms have been created which have 
enhanced SLT’s assessment of how ASPIRE is woven through the curriculum and next steps. 

4.6. Reasoning lessons have been further developed within maths using the Maths Mastery 
approach. There is also a parental engagement session planned for Spring 2.   

4.7. Personal Development, Behaviour and Welfare – noted bullying and exclusions were rare 
within the school and children are aware who they to speak to in such situations. Mobility 
remained a challenge therefore the pastoral team are developing a programme to support 
children arriving mid-year.  

4.8. Governors questioned how review comments regarding the school on Google are managed. 
Noted anyone is free to write a review therefore there is little the school can do. However the 
school is undertaking work with children and parents regarding social media.  

4.9. Wider Curriculum events - noted a positive response to the university programme; Year 6 
completed a weeks’ worth of programmes and children showed enthusiasm.  

4.10. Continuous Professional Development – noted Governors thoroughly check progress for all 
pupils and link visits are focused.  

4.11. Attendance and Punctuality – this aspect was consistently followed up and the work of the 
inclusion team and Synergy have had a positive impact. Noted a bout of the flu and norovirus 
had affected figures which were due to be published. CH will revisit this during the next SIP 
visit. The school is proactive in improving punctuality and teachers are working hard to reduce 
lates.  

4.12. Governors thanked the Headteacher for the report.  

 
5. Extended Day Business Plan  

5.1. Noted the business plan was considered in detailed at the Finance and Resources meeting 
therefore the final version was presented to Governors today. The only additions made were to 
charges in relationship to part time places.  
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5.2. Due to rising staff costs and frozen charges, it became apparent the school was running at a 
loss therefore a self sustainable model has been created to tackle the issue.  

5.3. From September 2017, breakfast and after school clubs increased by £1. Noted the uptake 
was high throughout autumn term however some parents were unhappy part time places were 
not being offered and parents on the waiting list were going to other provisions. Therefore the 
school decided to offer flexible places and the following 2 models were proposed to Governors 
for after school clubs: 

5.4. Model A – provision to operate from 3:30pm – 5:30pm, £6.50 per day if a child is registered 
full time and for FSM families, £5.50 per day. Part time places (minimum of 3 days) will be 
charged £8 per day.  

5.5. Model B – provision extends to 6pm which was explored due to local competition however this 
would increase staff costs. Cost of the provision was proposed at £9 for a full time child, £7 for 
FSM families. For part-time places, £10.50 with a discount of £1 for FSM families (minimum 3 
days) 

5.6. Governors noted the price difference between each model was considerable. Also model A 
accounted for 30 mins late, whereas model B did not. Queried whether 15 mins lateness could 
be factored in. Noted the costs in model B were high in comparison with local competition. 

5.7. CDa recommended model A as this was less of an increase for parents however recognised 
the local competition o 6pm. Queried whether there was a demand within the school for a 6pm 
pick up. Noted currently there are approximately 1 or 2 late pickups however no parents have 
requested 6pm. Also an informal parent survey was completed which did not suggest the 
demand was high.  

5.8. A Governor explained how a known setting had 2 pickup times and if the child stays longer, a 
meal is provided. It was agreed this option was interesting considering local competition and 
the new reception cohort. Also this ensure children have access to a meal at a reasonable 
time. Agreed this could be model C and would be further considered in the Finance and 
Resource Committee meeting. Action: CDa 

5.9. Regarding breakfast club, it was noted extra funding was announced this week. No changes 
were proposed to the pricing structure. Governors agreed 

 

6. Cleaning Contract 

6.1. Four proposals were provided to Governors: 

 Berkin Group - £90k 

 SND - £73k (condition of offer is to take the contract on for 2 years) 

 Radip Cleaner - £124k  

 SSL -  £94k 

6.2. CDa recommended SND which is the current provider. The quote represented good value and 
the cleaning standards currently good. Noted there were issues previously however they have 
been rectified. The quote does not include a price increase and also adds extra staff, a midday 
cleaner and premises relief. Noted the school can provide feedback on the performance of the 
extra staff member who has started and is performing well.  

6.3. Queried whether the staff were receiving the London living wage. Noted confirmation had not 
been received on this therefore subject to this, Governors agreed. CDa to ascertain and 
contact Governors.                 Action: CDa 

 

7. Chair of Governors Presentation 
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7.1. A plan for September 2017  meeting was provided to Governors and an update on progress 
was provided. Headlines included that progress had been made in deepening Governors’ 
understanding of their role; two new Governors recruited; current Chair now on maternity 
leave, so VC standing in.   Consideration was given to various Governor recruitment agencies 
as it was noted a number of vacancies will arise in September. It was noted further Governor 
development was required and consideration given to potential vacancies therefore the Chair 
to discuss with Maggie Kalnins.         
 Action: JK  

7.2. All Governors had undertaken on-line training for Safeguarding of Children and Safer 
Recruitment.  A Governor noted he was due to undertake various training sessions through 
Hackney Learning Trust and will feedback. The Chair was attending a briefing in June and 
some further sessions, and encouraged others to attend. Consideration to be given to further 
online training on “hot” topics. 

 Action: PS/JK/SF  

 

8. Update from Chair on Outcomes 

8.1. The outcomes committee meeting took place in February and Governors were provided with 
predictions and current progress/attainment. Noted some were not in line with national 
average and this was discussed as noted in the minutes provided to Governors. All data 
discussed was also noted within the Headteachers report.  

8.2. Alix Bevington attended the meeting to discuss the ARP provision.  

8.3. Governors noted the outcomes committee minutes.   

 

9. Update from Chair on Finance and Resources 

9.1. Noted two meetings had taken place for budget planning. The next meeting will take place on 
19 April.  

9.2. From the 6 February meeting, it was reported that the school were well within budget, noting a 
larger than anticipated carry forward balance of £97k. There was an underspend in some 
budgets e.g. training and development which was less positive therefore this was discussed. 

9.3. Virements were also discussed, particularly in staffing costs which were high due to the HSS 
tool not being successful in predicting maternity costs.  

      Governors agreed to the virements in E03  

9.4. Noted debtors had increased and procedures were proposed to reduce this. Noted higher 
expenditure on building maintence due to changes in fire regulations. Discussed Britannia and 
extended day provision which has been covered in the meeting today.  

9.5. The approval of SFVS has been submitted to HLT.  

9.6. A budget pre meet took place 13 March and considered all income streams, noting where 
changes from last year, mobility had been high, promotion for reception was successful and 
notional SEN funding had increased however overall high needs had decreased.  

9.7. Hackney announced  proposed budget cuts within SEN had been halted; however due to the 
current funding situation, changes in funding will be announced in the future. 

9.8. Noted a considerable amount of work was carried out regarding anticipating needs and 
training and development for staff to be more dynamic; therefore there will be more spend in 
this area. 

9.9. It was agreed to prioritise within SEND, SaLT and Launchpad for Language as these are 
having the greatest impact.  
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9.10. The budget will be reviewed by the Finance and Resource Committee on 19 April and sent to 
HLT for sign off 1 May.  

10. Link Governor Visits 

10.1. The Chair undertook an Early Years visit and 2 more Governors completed a teaching, 
learning and assessment visit. Noted no concerns were raised during the visits and Governors 
found the visits positive.  

10.2. Noted the Chair and previous Chair, Caroline Doherty completed a teaching and learning visit 
at the end of January and completed a formal handover of the Chair position.  

10.3. Safeguarding link visit to take place in the coming week.  

 

11. Update on CoLAT Due Diligence process 

11.1. The Headteacher explained since the extraordinary meeting, the CEO of the City of London 
Academy Trust (ME) met with staff and parents of the school and it was felt the engagement 
was positive. ME then completed a learning walk with Anne Bankford (Strategic Director of 
Education and Culture).  

11.2. The due diligence exercise is ongoing from SPPS and CoLAT. The feedback from ME’s point 
of view was (RAG rated): 

 Financial situation of the school – green 

 Attainment – green 

 Views of communities – green 

 Leadership and Governance - green 

11.3. The only amber aspect where  further due diligence was required was the asset condition of 
the school. Information was provided to ME regarding the status of the Britannia project and 
noted that Hackney Council was committed to improving this aspect of the school.  

11.4. Another aspect raised was CoLAT’s overall capacity to increase their number of schools and 
take on SPPS in terms of conversion.  

11.5. SPPS held a similar view in terms of the due diligence process and agreed with the green 
areas above and shared the view of asset condition being amber.  

11.6. SPPS viewed caution in the overall capacity within CoLAT for substantial growth, their strategy 
and the plan for leadership structure. Therefore caution was raised that a decision was not 
person dependant.  

11.7. A succession/growth/structure plan was required to ensure the school was clear as to what 
they would receive by way of benefit if converted. Noted there was previously a plan to convert 
4 primary schools however this has been retracted therefore it was prudent to be aware of the 
growth plan for the primary sector in the next 3-5 years.  

11.8. Also more information was required on the premium grant e.g. length of time. The previous 
discussion noted the top slice would be 2% for top slicing however this needed to be formally 
written and over a longer period of time.  

11.9. Taking into account the above information, it was recommended that further due diligence 
from both parties was required therefore conversion should be halted until further information 
is gathered to ensure Governors can make an informed decision going forward.  

11.10. A simultaneous development to this was the Hackney Schools Group (HSG) proposal. The 
Chair and Headteacher met with Senior Leaders at Hackney Learning Trust and discussed 
the model, which aimed being to bring schools together and also what role leadership SPPS 
could play in this model.  
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11.11. It was noted that if the school chose to move ahead with CoLAT, a balanced decision could 
not be made on the HSG proposal as this is yet to be fully formed. It was recommended to 
Governors to fully engage with the HSG proposal and engage further in the due diligence 
with CoLAT. It was agreed that whatever the outcome of these two processes, the 
relationship with the secondary school is important. ME had provided assurance that CoLAT 
would continue to work in synergy with the school whatever the outcome.  

11.12. Noted it would be prudent to delay the decision for a year as it would be beneficial to work in 
academic years.  

11.13. Governors agreed it was an interesting prospect for the school to be a leader with the 
proposed HSG and the potential benefits to the school. Whilst noting the CoLAT was lacking 
a primary strategy, it was expressed it could be a missed opportunity to set the strategy 
therefore school leaders would need to consider how much of an influence SPPS would 
have.  

11.14. Noted academies can be a part of the HSG however wouldn’t be represented on leadership 
board.  

11.15. It was queried if another model HLT are proposing had been created elsewhere. Noted this 
was unknown.   

11.16. Governors did not raise any objections to the recommendations proposed by the 
Headteacher therefore feedback will be provided to CoLAT. Action: Headteacher 

 

12. Policy Review Cycle 

12.1. Teaching, Learning and Assessment policy – noted the policy had been combined and cycle 
updated. Noted it was the early stages of implementing the policy therefore could potentially 
be reviewed in the autumn. Governors agreed to the policy. 

12.2. Noted the sexual relationships policy was not provided to Governors, to be forwarded on. 
Action: SF 

12.3. Topic Teaching and Learning – some amendments made including the new lead. Noted the 
use of target track was now reflected. Governors agreed to the policy. 

12.4. EYFS policy – no significant changes made, only updates. Governors agreed to the policy.  

12.5. Safeguarding policy - updated as per current guidance. Governors agreed to the policy. 

 

13. Urgent Business (if any)          

13.1. No urgent business was noted.  

14. Dates of Future Meetings of the Governing Body 2017-18     

14.1. 26 June 2018 

 

Close of meeting – 8:30pm 

 

Signed: _____________________________   Date: ____________ 

Jane Kemsley  

Chair to the Governing Body of Shoreditch Park Primary School 


